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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

BEVERAGES IN ASIA PACIFIC: PACKAGING OVERVIEW

Strong forecast growth observed in all three beverage industries
India and Vietnam set to record the fastest growth over the forecast period
Rigid plastic to continually lead growth in beverages packaging
Greater push towards sustainability observed in Asia Pacific in the long haul
Yet challenges are faced in the recycling and collection process

SOFT DRINKS: RIGID PLASTIC PROPELS GROWTH

Rigid plastic led by PET bottles propels growth in soft drinks packaging
PET bottles set to drive growth across all markets over the forecast period

SOFT DRINKS: RIGID PLASTIC PROPEL GROWTH

Bottled water: PET bottle and thin wall plastic containers drive growth
Carbonates: PET and metal beverage cans lead growth in the region
RTD tea: Portability and affordability enable PET bottle’s dominance
RTD tea: PET bottles in Japan are even more dominant in e-commerce
Juice: PET bottles and liquid cartons are the leading pack types
Juice: rising health consciousness and affordability push smaller pack sizes
Energy drinks and RTD coffee: metal beverage cans remain king
Energy drinks and RTD coffee: s maller metal beverage cans set to prevail
Demand for plastic packaging and sustainability set to rise in Asia Pacific
But currently, sustainable claims in bottled water remain limited
Recycled PET bottles launched in bottled water
Partnerships in recycled PET for a circular economy: Coca-Cola examples
Label-free packaging and recycled plastic shrink wrap launched
Besides PET bottles, recycled packaging is seen in other pack types

ALCOHOLIC DRINKS: GLASS REMAINS KING

Glass remains king in alcoholic drinks yet metal challenges its crown
Glass bottles still highlight strong growth across most markets
Beer: glass faces strong competition from metal beverage cans
Beer: smaller pack sizes are set to grow due to affordability and health
Beer: metal beverage cans remain prevalent in e-commerce
Beer: multipacks rise in availability
Beer: limited edition packaging pushed during festivities
Within glass returnables, beer remains the dominant category
Spirits: Vietnam offers strong potential for glass in other spirits
Other spirits: new innovations observed in glass packaging
Spirits: whiskies, brandy and cognac and rum dominate glass in India
Wine in glass continues to dominate across Asia Pacific
RTDs: metal beverage cans drive growth, led by Japan due to culture
Cider/perry: China and glass show most promise in the region

HOT DRINKS: SMALL PACK SIZES DOMINATE

Hot drinks in Asia Pacific dominated by flexible packaging
Coffee: small pack sizes hold strong appeal for instant in Asia Pacific
Fresh coffee pods: machine penetration to remain strong in most countries
Fresh coffee pods: sustainability efforts set to become more widespread
Tea: small pack sizes remain a strong appeal in Asia Pacific
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Flavoured powder drinks: single sachets propel strong growth due to price

PROSPECTS

What is next for beverages packaging in Asia Pacific?

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/beverages-packaging-key-trends-and-
innovations-in-asia-pacific/report.


